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The same as above. In my PS2 Save, I had the EC Turismo and the EC Bullet from the Mission
Olympic Games. But in this Mobile Save, I have the same cars and the same color scheme as the
EC Turismo and the EC Bullet. However, there is no EC Turismo. I have no idea why there is no

EC Turismo anymore. I have no idea why the EC Turismo is white instead of the usual red, but it's
there in my save. The same as above. In my PS2 Save, I had the FP/EC/EP/EC Cheetah and the

FP/EP/EC Comet. But in this Mobile Save, I have the same cars and the same color scheme as the
FP/EP/EC Cheetah and the FP/EC Comet. However, there is no EP Comet. I have no idea why

there is no EP Comet anymore. Every savefile includes a version tag, which is an 8-byte value.
When creating the savefiles, the version tag is stored at the beginning of the savefile. This

version tag is unique to the file and should always be stored in the same format as is used for
internal GTA saves. IPL is a list of links referencing enexes, generally describing the network

interactions between multiple savefiles. Every enex is specified with a unique ipl_id (0-based) as
well as a flag(or type). The 'xcoord' value varies linearly in the range [0,20] from right to left

(and correspondingly from 'ycoord' to 'ycoord+20') and the 'ycoord' value varies linearly in the
range [0,10] from above to below (and correspondingly from 'xcoord' to 'xcoord+20'). There are
two orientation variables 'objstime' and 'objorient', where 'objstime' is the time (in seconds) at

which the USJ is triggered, and 'objorient' is the relative orientation of the cube to the USJ
(viewed from the USJ, the cube's top (rightmost) surface is at position 'objorient/4' along the x-
axis, and its leftmost surface is at position 'objorient/4' along the y-axis). The 'objstime' value

can be either the time at which the USJ is triggered or a double value calculated from that value.
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